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Wide Adoptions of IS 19000 Series

2017 2018

• Methods
• Standard 
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Planning 계획

• Institute 
Standard 
Guideline 

• Publish 13 NGII 
standards

• Organized 
Institute 
Standard 
Committee

• Produce 
supporting 
Materials

(Manuals, 
Registry, 
Education))

• Excel sheet form for 
applying GI 
standards for the 
data

• Education and 
training

• Consulting

• Education and 
training

• Consulting
• Enhance the 
template

• Long-term Plan for 
NGII standard

2019

• Education and 
training

• Consulting
• GI standard Service
• Registry Update and 
management

2020

• Positioning NGII 
Standard among IS, 
KS

• Monitoring and 
Evaluate the KASE of 
GI standards
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training

• Consulting

Preparedness of basis for Institute Standards Apply GI standards Apply and Service of GI standards
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Wide Adoptions of IS 19000 Series to make NGII standards

No Name of NGII Standards Department year

01 Data model of surveying points Geodesy 2014

02 Metadata for GI framework data GI 2015

03 Metadata for integrated base points Geodesy 2015

04 Metadata for aerial photography
Geospatial Imagery and 

photogrammetry 2015

05 Metadata for true orthophoto
Geospatial Imagery and 

photogrammetry 2015

06 Data quality of GI framework data GI 2015

07 Data quality of National Surveying Points Geodesy 2015

08 Data quality of aerial photography
Geospatial Imagery and 

photogrammetry 2015

09 Data quality of true orthophoto
Geospatial Imagery and 

photogrammetry 2015

10 Product Specification for framework data
Geospatial Imagery and 

photogrammetry 2015

11
Product Specification for integrated base 

points
Geodesy 2015

12
Product Specification for aerial 

photography

Geospatial Imagery and 
photogrammetry 2015

13
Product Specification for true orthophoto Geospatial Imagery and 

photogrammetry 2015



Wide Adoptions of IS 19000 Series to make NGII standards

No Name of NGII Standards Department year

14 Grid System Specification
Territorial Land

survey and Naming 2015

15
Data Product Specification for
Grid-based Indicators of Territorial Land

Territorial Land
survey and Naming 2015

In 2020, we will review systematically all the NGII standards
whether to maintain, to delete, and to revise, considering usages and
the needs to revise
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Efforts to apply Institutional Standards in data creation in NGII

standards TS/ TR

PAS Guidelines



Efforts to apply Institutional Standards in data creation in NGII

Apply the

If there is any relationship 
with NGII standards, check out

the any impact on the 
standards

Metadata for true orthophoto

Data quality of true orthophoto 
Product Specification for true 
orthophoto

Add web standards to  
building GIS DB

National Grid index
National Social Data Content

Model in Grid

Metadata for integrated 
base points
Data quality of National 
Surveying Points
Product Specification for 
integrated base points

Metadata for true orthophoto

Data quality of true orthophoto 
Product Specification for true 
orthophoto



Efforts to apply Institutional Standards in data creation in NGII

Early stage of Projects

Plan

↓

Project Notice

↓

Contract

↓

Checklist to do 

(1) Reference NGII standards

(2) Choose proper standards

(3) Reflect them to RFP and check out the proposal 

(4) Otherwise, refer KS or IS.

(5) Give call for proposal

(6) Checkout the contract to make sure standards 

mentioned

(7) Give guidelines and cookbooks on NGII 

standards

Middle stage of Projects Project Management Check out the schedule and status

Later stage of Projects

↓

Submitting and 

Verification

↓

Data Delivery 

(1) Check out the number of  the document (excel, 

xml etc.)

(2) Evaluate the contents of the forms



Efforts to apply Institutional Standards in data creation in NGII

.
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Efforts to apply Institutional Standards in data creation in NGII

metadata metadata Data quality



Efforts to apply Institutional Standards in data creation in NGII



Efforts to apply Institutional Standards in data creation in NGII

Under GeoFRA
Standard Page

NGII homepage
Section of GI 

standards

standard Q&A
Standard issue
paper

Standard
document

Standard
Compliance
Documents

in excel form

Educational
Materials

List of GI 
Standards

Download
functions

AS-IS

Geographic 
Information Platform

Data and GI 
standard 

information 
together



Efforts to apply Institutional Standards in data creation in NGII

A:  Enter Geographic names in interest

B: Choose the data type

C: Choose the period among the data

D: Find out metadata and JPEG image

E: data request for offline pickup

F: download 

G:  Print

H: EXCEL form documents  in detail 

I:  XML document



Efforts to apply Institutional Standards in data creation in NGII

List of trainee  (4hour a day)

Upload the list of names, dates, affiliates, number of 
certificate for standard education program

If the company has submitted the number of 
Certificates for the proposal of the projects, the 
company has additional points

Statistics of classes and attendants
Trend analysis of the trainee

Get some points to enhance the GI standard 
education 

The list of attendants and trainee



Conclusions

NGII has been an authoritative  Korean Mapping Agency, and have achieved
from paper maps to diverse Geospatial Information.

We have adopted ISO 19000 series standards by translating. However it was
not enough and difficult to apply them to create GI information, due to the 
lack of understanding. 

NGII has developed Institutional Standard based on KS (translated from IS) 
to make them simple and concrete, so we made templates for each data type.

Then government officials and DB builders and software developers got used
to the standards and started to fill out the template. 

To make standards is one, and to apply them in the processes of mapping is 
another. So we have made many supplementary materials and educated and 
trained people. Right now, more than 80 percent of data in NGII have metadata.

For the next step, to try the GI standard documents with data to be available
via geoplatform to be discovered by people and to be reach by machines



We have specified our own format for National GIS data

and developed a specific software to open the data.

At a glance, it was great to have our own format. Opinion

of CONS was that it was not good idea to follow

international standard or shape file, because shape file is

just one of the formats of a certain company, ESRI.

Opinion of PROS was that popular software could not

support the specific format, so unnecessary data

conversion was inevitable.

Data format is not a standard itself. But do not create a

unique format for interoperability.

Monitor International trend in GI and adopt it.

Case 1.

Lesson 1.

We had three different Ministries to control standards.

Ministry of Construction and Transportation was in

charge of production of Geographic data, but did not

have a team for standard.

NGII was under the ministry. But Ministry of ICT and

Ministry of Industry and Resources have had processes

of standardization and had a role of national body for

International Standard. People in GI industry should

have knocked three doors for longer than 30 years.

Now it is clearly organized for Ministry of Land and

Transportation.

One ministry should be designated as early as possible

to control the interoperability of GIS data and standards

Case 2.

Lesson 2.

Ministry of Land and Transportation

Ministry of

ICT

Ministry of

Environment

Ministry of ICT

Controlling GI standards

Committee of GI production

and management

Forest Service

Research Institute

Of Geology Mineral

10 trials and errors and lessons learn



Case 3 related to vertical cooperation. Case 4 is

about horizontal standards. Barrier between the

ministries or teams within the same ministry should

be inevitable, but important policy should be

consulted with processes of regular meetings of

GIS experts and it experts in each department.

Legal documents should be prepared and executed

regularly. Urban planning should be related to city

safety planning. Different criteria can be clearly

mentioned.

Systems and standards should be setup among

the ministries or among the teams.

E-government should include GI standards, too.

Case 4.

Lesson 4.

Central government prepared and implemented

many GI systems with their standards for each

system. Local governments or prefectures could

not follow all the standards due to too many

standards. Client/Server based systems have

been changed into web-based GIS, then the other

web standards should be observed, too.

Local governments did not have prospects of GIS,

as directions or systems from the each ministry

are too overlapped or the geographic information

was not insufficient or inappropriate for the needs

of each prefectures.

As illustrated by the case , systems and standards

should be setup for cooperation of central

government with local governments.

Case 3.

Lesson 3.

Central government

local government

Standard 1,2,3Standard 3,4…Standard A,B,C

Standard A,B,C,1,2,3,4…

Ministry of A Ministry of B Ministry of C

10 trials and errors and lessons learn



These days, artificial evaluation had been replaced by

quantitative measurement for evaluation of duties in

private sectors and public sectors. The number of

academic papers, standards, and patents became

important in the evaluation processes. In 1990s and

early 2000s, a lot of standards were published but not

used very often. More than 80 standards need to be

updated and harmonized. Too many standards digress

the users’ mind. The hierarchical relationship should be

declared, too.

There should be priority in GIS standardization. Proper

number of GI standards need to determined. Do not follow

all the standard in developed country. The scope and

purposes must explicitly be expressed.

Case 6.

Lesson 6.

Research project should be done considering

standards, as there are very limited pool of experts.

In Korea, projects on GIS standards tend to be

academic research. There was a gap between the

researchers and officers in map office. The mingles

were very limited, as the methods of standard were

based on object-oriented designing tools such as

UML. The prejudice that standards are difficult have

prevailed due to the standard projects.

There should be interaction of standard experts and

actual map makers and officers for the standard

projects.

Case 5.

Lesson 5.

Make Standards

Manage

Standards

Apply

Standards

Report

Standards

Certify

Standard

Compliance

Manage

Standards

Apply

Standards

Certify

Report

Standards

Make Standards

10 trials and errors and lessons learn



We started to recognize the importance of standards for

avoiding duplicate production and for the higher

interoperability of data. However, the standards in the

first phase was not kept for the next phase. New

standards were created to overcome shortcomings of the

previous data models or the previous prototypes.

Inconsistence in data may lead to problems in using the

data and updating the contents.

Changing standards should be done with care. For the

purpose, too detailed standards will evoke changes.

Principles of standards should not be changes, such as

the name of GI classes.

Do not get standards published at the stage of prototyping.

Start simple standards and then publish more guidelines or

cookbooks for the implementation of the standards, as

informative materials. In this way, consistence in data can

be ensured.

Case 8.

Lesson 8.

There has been a gap between map makers and

Geospatial Information experts. Map makers would

like to set up the processes to make high quality

maps, so they produced many directions and rules

to control the quality. However standards in GI in

the world tend to emphasize the final product

rather than the processes of each creation.

Moreover, struggle for compromising directions and

rules and standards is still going on. Radical

changes may bother the users. New technical

approaches can be tested without introducing new

rules and directions.

GI products themselves are more important than

respective methodologies. We will not be able to

pick up the methods step by step. Please show

them the requirement of final products, not the

papers how to make and what has been done for

the products. So new technologies can be applied

without delay for to create new regulations.

Case 7.

Lesson 7.

Product-oriented standards

10 trials and errors and lessons learn



There was a homepage for GI standard in

2007separately from other information standard

and from other National Geographic Information

Topics (such as education sites). But

maintenance of the page was not always

performed properly. The integration process of

homepage for National Spatial Data

Infrastructure began to include the standard

homepage as a subpage. Therefore the access

to the page should not be changed too often,

the interface of the page should be simple to

use for both beginners and experts.

Permanent homepage or registry on GI

standards will facilitate GI.

Case 10.

Lesson 10.

Previous Geographic information was divided into two

parts, such as locational information and attribute

properties. Dynamic data are not included in the

traditional GI models. Internet of things and more highly

networked environment require the changes in GI.

We had U-city(Smart city) projects in the early 2000s and

2010s but the GI was not successively launched at that

time, partly because of the lack of consideration of

dynamic information, partly because of the lack of

business models to keep the functions of U-city.

The GI standards for applications in 4th Industry

Revolution Period, need to include more dynamic data

input and implementation standards across the ICT

industry.

Case 9.

Lesson 9.

10 trials and errors and lessons learn
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